**Log Summary:** Correction of invalid module references in Softcopy Presentation State IODs

**Correction Number:** CP-2175

**Name of Standard:** PS3.3 2022b

**Rationale for Correction:**
Replace incorrect module references with the correct references

The following statement in PS3.3 2021c, section A.33.2.3 Color Softcopy Presentation State IOD Module Table, is not true:
"… the Presentation State Relationship Module specializes some Attributes of the Bitmap Display Shutter Module and Display Shutter Module."

The following statement in PS3.3 2021c, section A.33.6.3 XA/XRF Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State IOD Module Table, is not true:
"… the XA/XRF Presentation State Shutter Module specializes some Attributes of the Bitmap Display Shutter Module and Display Shutter Module."

**Amend PS3.3 Section A.33.2.3 Color Softcopy Presentation State IOD Module Table:**

In the Color Softcopy Presentation State IOD, the Presentation Series Module specializes some Attributes of the General Series Module, and the **Presentation State Relationship Module** **Presentation State Shutter Module** specializes some Attributes of the Bitmap Display Shutter Module and Display Shutter Module.

**Amend PS3.3 Section A.33.6.3 XA/XRF Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State IOD Module Table:**

In the XA/XRF Grayscale Softcopy Presentation State IOD, the Presentation Series Module specializes some Attributes of the General Series Module, the XA/XRF Presentation State Mask Module specializes some Attributes of the Mask Module, and the **XA/XRF Presentation State Shutter Module** **Presentation State Shutter Module** specializes some Attributes of the Bitmap Display Shutter Module and Display Shutter Module.